
My name is Diana, I come from 

Slovakia and I study at Jessenius Faculty 

of Medicine in Martin. This year in April 

we got an opportunity to spend two 

weeks as Exchange students at the 

University of Pecs. Me and other four 

students from my faculty were accepted 

to this intership so we came here at the 

first part of July. I was really glad to 

spend two weeks of holiday here in Pecs 

because I had never been here before the 

exchange. I enjoyed the time here with my classmates and also with other students from lots of 

different countries. I was hapy to meet people e.g. from Finland because Finland was always on my 

dreamlist.      

From the first minute we arrived at Pecs I must say it was really great. We had amazing 

buddies Vanessa, Greg, Dorian and others who created a fun program for us. For example we 

experienced international dinner 

evening, vistits of laser arena, lake Orfu, 

modern art museum, wine-tasting and 

many others. I loved the nice weather 

here in Pecs because we could go 

hiking, see the TV Tower or go 

swimming in lakes, e.g. Balaton lake.      

The hospital was great as well. 

The lady in changing room welcomed us 

every morning with smile on her face 

which was always the best start of the 

day. Our tutor, Dr. Gabor Menyhei, was really nice and welcoming. He tried to explain to us all the 

surgeries which was performed that day. And also other doctors were really nice, they tried to show 

us X-ray photos, angiography photos and many different techniques they used. Lot of things I saw in 

Pecs ´s hospital I saw the first time in my 

life.  

 

I am really glad for spending time 

here because I had an opportunity to see 

a lot of interesting methods and 

techniques in the hospital, a lot of new 

places in Pecs and also in Budapest and 

meet people from around the world. 

Thank you for that.  


